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WELCOME TO THE AISEDAY 2022 RECAP!

Have you missed the annual event of AISE?

Do you want to recall the key messages of the event?

Are you looking for a simple example of a typical AISE event because you want to convince your mates or
your organization to participate to future AISE events?

Here we are with a nice recap of our annual event that took place in Milan. Please, take advantage,
read it and share it!
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Francesco Dazzi, President



AGENDA
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AISE OVERVIEW

Our MISSION is to share, promote, and advance the best of Systems Engineering in Italy for the benefit of
humanity and the planet.

Our VISION is to become the reference authority in Italy on Systems Engineering.

Our ACTION LINES are:
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Francesco Dazzi, President

Give value to membership
(sense of belonging)

Membership

Networking
Build and expand a network 

of SE practitioners

Competences
Develop SE competences 
through educational and 

professional development 
initiatives, and certifications

Capillary Diffusion
Disseminate SE and make it a 
key asset in every organization

Corporate Members
Broaden AISE horizons 

through key players



AISE MEMBERSHIP 1/2
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In 2022, we recorded a 36% of growth in membership compared to
the previous year.

One of the reasons could be the effect of the post-pandemic
Covid-19 that is stimulating the social reconnection. AISE, with its
working groups, contributes to this process by creating
connections between people interested in the Systems
Engineering.

In addition, the emerging technologies are driving increases in the
number of components, functions, and interactions and for this
reason more and more industries are recognizing systems
engineering as a discipline and therefore looking for employees
highly qualified in systems engineering.
AISE is becoming the gateway to acquire this level of knowledge.



AISE MEMBERSHIP 2/2
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Daniele Biancu, Director of Membership

The majority of our member are Regular Members with access to AISE
and INCOSE resources.
Four members are students. During the last years, AISE has played a
significant role on the dissemination of the systems engineering
knowledge inside the universities organising events for students and
fostering the introduction of degrees in systems engineering. It is
expected a reap of the sowing in the next years.
Six companies decided to contribute actively to the policies and
management of AISE obtaining visibility in all events promoted by AISE
and prominence in various online communication materials, social
media and printed publications. But more companies are contributing to
the grow of AISE paying the fees for their employees. This is the proof
of the recognition of the importance of systems engineering within the
companies.



EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND CERTIFICATION: 
SOME FIGURES
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SEP type Count

ASEP 1382
CSEP 2345
ESEP 363

Grand Total 4090

In Q1-2022 – 4000 SEPs

~20% INCOSE Members
are SEP certified

Total
4090

(+2.7%)

CSEP
2345

(~0.3%)

ASEP
1382

(+7.6%)

ESEP
363

(+1.1%)



EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND CERTIFICATION: 
MAIN 2022 ACHIEVEMENTS
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• High level definition for ETC vision and mission

• First SySTE(A)M event, (ITIS E. Fermi, Rome)

• Webinar to promote SEP certification (developed with South African chapter)

• Webinar to share some new handbook 5.0 impacts on SEP certification

• Involvement on handbook 5.0 international Working Group

• AISE Newsletter No.3 (Sept 22) special Issue for SEP certification

Francesco Inglima (Education)

Francesco.Inglima@capgemini.com

David Ward (Certification)

DavidWard@tmceurope.com

Giuliano Pompeo (Training)

Giuliano.Pompeo@capgemini.com

mailto:Francesco.Inglima@capgemini.com


EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND CERTIFICATION: 
MAIN 2023 OBJECTIVES
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Q1/Q2 2023 - 3rd Design Thinking and Systems Thinking workshop
developed with Academia and Industries (School of Design
(PoliMI), School of Engineering, students and professionals)

Q1 2023 - SySTEAM initiatives with ITIS E. Fermi, Rome

24-26 April 2023 – EMEA WS2023 (Spain) – active involvement through
speeches and articles

Q1 2023 – Publishing of the “AISE Libro Bianco”

David Ward, Director of education, training, and professional development
Francesco Inglima, Education - Giuliano Pompeo, Training



COMMUNICATIONS WITHIN AISE, OUR JOURNEY

Systems engineers follow transdisciplinary and holistic approaches by definition. We, in AISE, cannot avoid to
communicate. Our 2022:
• Vision: quick and non-trivial communication
• Mission: allow direct access to complete and high-quality information

Our role is to be the open window on national and international knowledge, filtered to be trusted and valuable.
How?
• AISE Newsletter in its new format: 4 issues in 2022 + this one you’re reading
• VIEWPOINTS Magazine, to dig deep
• LinkedIn profile, with 500+ followers and 17.000+ impressions in October only
• Joint work together with other Directors in AISE for successful events

What do we expect from 2023?
Keeping this direction, we want to broaden our scope of action.
How?
…we’re waiting for proposal from each fellow because 2023 is a story we’ll write together!
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Giulio Telleschi, Director of Communications



OUTREACH ACTIVITIES
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Claudia Agostinelli, Outreach Director



«SHARING», THE KEYWORD OF AISEDAY2022
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The annual event of AISE assumed, during the last years, the form of conference, workhop, convention. It
crossed Italy from Rome to Milano via Torino and Genova. This year we spent one day, hosted by FAST in
Milano, focusing on our leitmotiv, alias «sharing».
The three traditional pillars: academic, industrial contributions and the SEP exam, allowed to update the
state of the art of veins iniziated in pre-covid occasions and opened the doors to the experiences of the AISE
members, highlighting relevant and appreciated systems engineering applications in the italian environment.
Congratulations to the practitioners whom, catching the opportunity once again generously offered by AISE,
succesfully sustained the SEP exam. They are expected to be active part of our «family», to animate next
events and activities while enriching their professional path. We are grateful to David Ward for his passion
which, as usual, goes well beyond the role’s duty.
The same call goes to the numerous participant, whom animated the audience, and «made» the event by
their presence or participating on-line. Please consider seriously the precious opportunity to be key players in
the next future.
We have ears and keen eyes for you!

Carlo Leardi, Director of Event



BAKER HUGHES MEETS AISE 1/2
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Baker Hughes delegation at the 
annual Italian convention on Systems 

Engineering.

Baker Hughes systems engineering 
population counts 22 CSEP plus 

11 CSEP certification under 
finalization (exam passed, experience 

review ongoing). 

Many thanks to all participants who 
joined us, both live and virtually 

connected!!!

From left: Egidio Pucci, Antonio Tricarico, Andrea Agostini, Mario Buccieri, Irene Martinelli, Chiara 
Cinelli, David Bartolini, Emiliano Caggiano, Lorenzo Casati, Daniele Tomassi. 



BAKER HUGHES MEETS AISE 2/2
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“Definition & Down selection of the System 
Architecture in Baker Hughes”

Irene Martinelli shared how the Architecture Definition
process has been tailored on Baker Hughes new product
development process to guide the systems engineering
effort in establishing one system architecture to be
presented at the Conceptual Design Review and then,
once approved, feed the remaining part of the system life
cycle. External point of view has been guaranteed thanks
to effective partnership with Proctor/Facilitator, ESEP,
David Ward (from TMC).

“Mini-school on System Requirement 
Definition”

David Bartolini and Antonio Tricarico hosted a mini 
school session for SEP exam preparation, dealing 
with Requirements Definition process based on 
INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook.

Irene Martinelli, Baker Hughes



MBSE IN A FULL DIGITAL EXPERIENCE
THE ACCENTURE MBSE VISION AND ADDED VALUES 1/2
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MBSE IN A FULL DIGITAL EXPERIENCE
THE ACCENTURE MBSE VISION AND ADDED VALUES 2/2
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Claudia Agostinelli & Mariella Guerricchio, Accenture



ENABLING THE DIGITAL THREAD BY CONNECTING 
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS INTO AN SPDM PLATFORM 1/2

The presentation proposed a novel approach to manage various elements of an engineering system within a
standardized and automated business process. It consists of incorporating Business Process Management
(BPM) capabilities into the ESTECO VOLTA SPDM platform along with linking to a SysML model for
requirements propagation. Companies can expect to break down organizational silos, enabling effective
interaction between different engineering departments by connecting simulation and analysis to the system
architecture model for requirement verification. Therefore, accelerating time-to market with confidence in the
products performance.
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ENABLING THE DIGITAL THREAD BY CONNECTING 
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS INTO AN SPDM PLATFORM 2/2

• Novel approach to manage engineering systems
╺ Incorporating Business Process Management (BPM) capabilities into the ESTECO VOLTA

SPDM platform along with linking to a SysML model for requirements propagation.
• Breaking down organizational silos

╺ Connecting simulation and analysis to the system architecture model for requirement
verification.

• Enabling Collaboration
╺ System engineers, CAD designers, CAE engineers and simulation experts jointly verify product

requirements after performing simulation and design space exploration studies.
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Marco Turchetto, Alessandro Viola and Daniel Schmidt, Esteco



STAKEHOLDERS, REQUIREMENTS AND CONFIGURATION 
MANAGEMENT IN AD&S MARKET 1/2

Globalization, political tensions, social problems, global economic crisis, complexity, industrial and technology
revolution have been profoundly changing the worldwide marketplace and aerospace, defence and security sector as
well. But this market remains strategic for the geo – political/ geo-economical country development, for their autonomy
and technological leadership. It continues to address business, processes and technology innovation. AD&S is broad
and complex segment, including a large number of missions, stakeholders, products and technology. In the latest
years, governments, armed and security forces have been launching wide reforms on the procurement processes to
chase the transformation and adapt themselves to new scenario.
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Many customers have reduced their financial exposure by purchasing many more services than the products
and moving towards simulated and virtual environment and virtual products. Typically, AD&S programs take
many development years, require many times GtG agreement, multi agencies, multi nations collaborations,
require high level of public-private investments, involve wide and distributed value/supply chain. Solutions
and systems integrate many dimensions (doctrine, organization, training, personnel, facilities, platforms and
many other things). They have to be deployable in different scenario, within different command and control
chain, to perform multi missions, multi operations, to track and identify traditional, asymmetric and hybrid
threats. They have to respond to high level of quality, interoperability, effectiveness, reliability and
performance during whole life cycle. In this context stakeholders, requirements and configuration
management are key and crucial to the success of the program. These Knowledge Areas have to be
managed during the whole business, program and product development cycle, on the whole value chain
through integrated, consistent and coherent processes and tools. This means the all organizations of the
value chain have to take care to these domains investing in continuously business improvement processes
and balancing innovation, sustainability and competitiveness.
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Emanuela De Fazio, Editor in Chief

STAKEHOLDERS, REQUIREMENTS AND CONFIGURATION 
MANAGEMENT IN AD&S MARKET 2/2



EVENT SPEAKERS 1/2

Francesco Dazzi
Senior Technologist at INAF 
AISE President

Gian Giacomo Ermacora
Engineering & Innovation Manager at 
ONE-SYS 
AISE Technical Director

Fabrizio Mantelli
Systems Business Manager at ONE-SYS 
AISE Vice President

Giulio Telleschi
Product Manager Radar & Monitoring at 
IDS GeoRadar (part of Hexagon)
AISE Director of communications

Alfredo Garro
Associate Professor University of Calabria -
Visiting Scientist at NASA JSC
AISE Previous President

Daniele Biancu
Senior PDGS Operations Engineer at RHEA 
Group
AISE Director of membership

Claudia Agostinelli
Business Integration Manager Industry X 
AISE Outreach Director, AGILE Systems 
Engineering WG Coordinator

David Ward
Systems Engineering Professional, 
Evangelist and Employeneur at TMC Italia. 
AISE Education, Training, and 
Development Director

Francesco Inglima
Delivery Manager at Capgemini 
Engineering.
AISE Education Responsible 

Giuliano Pompeo
Advanced Consultant Engineer at 
Capgemini Engineering
AISE Training Responsible

Mariella Guerricchio
Managing Director at Accenture
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Eugenio Brusa

Irene Martinelli

Professor of Machine Design and scientist 
in Structural and Micro Mechatronics, and 
Systems Engineering at PoliTO

Lead Systems Engineer at Baker Hughes

Marco Turchetto

Emanuela De Fazio
Strategy Manager and Business Developer 
at Leonardo
AISE, Editor in Chief

Brendan P. Sullivan

David Bartolini
Steam Turbine Technology System 
Engineering Team Leader at Baker Hughes

Alessandro Viola
Daniel Schmidt

VOLTA Product Manager at Esteco

Support Engineer at Esteco
Product Marketing at ESTECO

Postdoc at Department of Management, 
Economics, and Industrial Engineering of 
PoliMI




